BOOKS IN FRENCH

Balesi Charles J. – GRAND LE COLLUR DE L’AMERIQUE DU NORD ETAIT FRANCIS 1673 a 1804
Braudel, Fernand - LE MONDE DE JACQUE CARTIER
Bertrand Jean-Paul - QUE SONT LES INDIENS DEVENUS?
Laval University Press - ENTRE VILLE ET CAMPAGNE
Louder, Dean and Waddell, Eric – FRANCO AMERIQUE
Reygobellet, M. Bernard - LA NATURE DANS LA VILLE BIODIVERSITE ET URBANISME 2007
Tasse, Joseph - LES CANADIENS DE L’OUEST

DVDs

LETOURNEAU HOUSE TOUR by Vic Jonson, Ken Ponton and Daron Kenzinger
INTERVIEW WITH ADRIEN RICHARD by Paul Rabideau
FRENCH / CANADIAN TOUR 2015 by Marcia Rabideau
PRAIRIE TRADER – LEVASSEAR

BOOKS IN ENGLISH

Ambrose, Stephen E. – UNDAUNTED COURAGE (2)
Beeky, Hammond - THE BUFFALO PRAIRIE GANG CAMP-Master Plan Proposal
Belue, Ted Franklin - THE LONG HUNT- Death of the Buffalo East of Mississippi
Buisset, David (editor)- FROM SEA CHARTS TO SATELLITE IMAGES
Burrorghs, Burt E. – LEGENDS & TALES OF HOMELAND ON THE KANKAKEE
Chartrand, Rene - THE FRENCH SOLDIER
Coel, Margaret = CHIEF LEFT HAND (2)
Dunnigan, Brian Leigh -FRONTIER METROPOLIS
Edmunds, David - THE POTAWATOMIS- Keepers of the Fire
Ekberg, Carl J. – FRENCH ROOTS IN THE ILLINOIS COUNTRY
Ekberg, Carl J./Person, Sharon K. – ST LOUIS RISING
Gwynne, S.C. – EMPIRE OF THE SUMMER MOON
Hafen, LeRoy R. – FRENCH FUR TRADERS & VOYAGEURS
Houde, Mary Jean/Klasey, John = OF THE PEOPLE-A Popular History of Kankakee County
Jennings, Francis - THE CREATION OF AMERICA THROUGH REVOLUTION TO EMPIRE
Jennings, Francis - THE INVASION OF AMERICA
LaForest, Thomas J. –OUR FRENCH-CANADIAN ANCESTORS
Love, Richard H. – THE SAMUEL M. NICKERSON HOUSE
Mayrim, Robert F. - AT HOME IN ILLINOIS COUNTRY
McCrea, Ron - BUILDING TALIESIN
Moore, Brian - BLACK ROBE
Nelson, Ruth D. - SEARCHING FOR MARQUETTE
Peterson, Charles E. - EARLY STE GENEVIEVE AND ITS ARCHITECTURE
Ridings, Jim - LEN SMALL: GOVERNORS AND GANSTERS
Tearney, Karalee - LA PELLETERIE ARROW ROCK, MISSOURI
Worley, Michael Preston - THE SAMUL M. NICKERSO HOUSE

GUIDES and JOURNALS

A History of LaHarpe, Illinois
Battle of Tippecanoe Nov 1811
Cahokia Cooking
Cahokian - winter 2015
Chicago History
Commemorating the Tricentennial of the Founding of Louisiana 199-1999
French & Indian War, Assoc. Vo. 2, No. 1, June 1883 Fort de Chartres re-enactment
Harvey, Illinois History 1890-1962
Historic Nauvoo
Illinois Issues June 1993
Illinois Heritage Sept-Oct 03
Mackinac State Historic Parks
Mapping the Great Lakes Region/Motive and Method
Michilimackinac-A Hand Book to the Site
Quantrill's Raid Aug 21, 1863
Randolph County- Established 1795 (2)
St Claire County Historical Society Journal
The Indiana Historian-The Fall of Fort Sackville
The Living Museum-Illinois State Museum Nov1991
The New World Museum-Visitor Guide
The Peoria Historical Society Newsletter Feb 1993
The Story of Kaskaskia Island & Immaculate Conception Parish Begins 1675AD (3)
Tinley Park 125 Anniversary 1845-1970